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RESISTING THE URGE TO INDEX

The case against ranking fisheries transparency efforts

Key messages:
1	Indexes have a number of different purposes and uses. They are used as research tools to improve understanding
of how society works, or as advocacy strategies – sometimes to praise, but often to name and shame. Many
organisations producing such indexes also see them as an important way to raise awareness about a particular issue.
2	As indexes have proliferated, some have been rightfully criticised. There is doubt over the validity of simple
scores, the ambiguity of what they measure, and the assumption that often diverse entities, such as countries,
can be easily compared to each other. Indexes also imply that countries are largely responsible for their own
scores and can improve by ‘racing to the top’.
3	As attention to transparency in fisheries increases, so is interest in creating a global fisheries transparency
index. Yet there are many reasons why this should be resisted. While analysis of transparency within and
between countries is important, research must recognise national contexts and international influences.
Supporting positive changes over time requires collaboration and understanding of national priorities and
resources. A global transparency index offers, at best, a blunt instrument to do this – and risks oversimplifying
the complexity of marine fisheries.
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Introduction

Introduction
Since launching the Fisheries Transparency Initiative (FiTI), there have
been calls for a global transparency index. This is partly motivated by
the assumption that an index would serve as a means to incentivise
change among the least transparent countries.

Transparency
in Fisheries

Creating such a transparency index for fisheries, with countries ranked
from good to bad, would not be out of the ordinary. Such indexes are
used for many international advocacy campaigns, covering topics
such as corruption, child poverty, good governance, human rights, as
well as various aspects of fisheries.
From the outset, the FiTI never intended to produce an index for
transparency in marine fisheries. Nor does the implementation
of the FiTI Standard1 produce results that can be directly used to
mathematically score a country’s level of transparency. Instead, the
implementation of the FiTI was designed to bring about positive
change by working collaboratively with governments, civil society
and the fishing industry to increase public accessibility, quality and
credibility of national fisheries management information. Naming and
shaming governments was not considered a strategy to advance
improvements in government transparency.

1	The FiTI Standard is the only
internationally recognised framework
that defines what information on
fisheries management should
be published online by national
authorities. Its objective is to contribute
to the sustainability of marine fisheries
by increasing the accessibility, quality
and credibility of national fisheries
management information.
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However, in addition to supporting countries in implementing the
FiTI Standard through a national multi-stakeholder effort, we recently
embarked on a complementary endeavour to assess the level of
information on fisheries management that national authorities already
publish on their websites. Entitled ‘TAKING STOCK’, these assessments
show whether basic information for 38 transparency elements is freely
available on government websites, whether it is up to date and easy to
find. These assessments are used for several purposes:
To establish baseline information for governments to demonstrate
how the implementation of the FiTI Standard can help to improve
transparency;
 o improve knowledge on how governments organise and publish
T
fisheries information, including documenting examples of ‘good
transparency practices’;
 o provide in-depth research on fisheries transparency in countries
T
that are unlikely to join the FiTI (such as China, India or Russia)2.
At a glance, these assessments produce information that could be
aggregated into a single country score and then turned into a global
transparency index, which would quickly show which countries are the
most transparent and which are lagging.

2	Other major marine capture fisheries
nations, such as the United States,
Peru or Indonesia, are participating
in voluntary efforts, such as the
Open Government Partnership or the
Extractive Industries Transparency
Initiative (EITI).

This seventh edition of our tBrief series is therefore somewhat
different: it does not focus on a particular aspect of fisheries
that lacks transparency, but instead reflects our own –
admittedly sometimes controversial – discussions regarding
the benefits and challenges of assessing transparency efforts
and, in particular, the temptation then to use such assessments
to rank countries from ‘best to worst’ as part of a global index
of transparency in fisheries.
As will be argued, quantitative analyses and country
comparisons are an inevitable outcome of research on
transparency and this can be a valid way to simplify
information and support advocacy. But there are strong
reasons, both practical and theoretical, for resisting the urge
to produce indicators of transparency and then turn these into
a global index for transparency in fisheries.
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Over the past few decades, there has been a proliferation of indexes
created to understand and influence the way society works. This
owes much to the expanding influence of financial markets. The Index
Industry Association, which aims to educate and regulate the market
in financial indicators, counts more than 3 million indexes worldwide
designed to help private investors make decisions.4 This explosion of
indexes is a relatively recent phenomenon. Before the early 1970s there
were few of them, with the most famous being derived from national
scores on gross domestic product (GDP), an indicator popularised
after the Second World War. However, with the boom in international
financial markets during the 1970s, a few organisations based in the
United States (US) developed international indicators on the regulatory
and economic situation of countries, primarily to help inform US and
European investments in foreign countries. This included the Business
Environment Risk Intelligence (BERI) and the International Country Risk
Guide (ICRG). These inspired rival or complementary indexes based on
other sets of indicators, including the global political freedom score
produced by the US-based Freedom House, and then later the wellknown indexes provided by the World Bank, including its Governance
Index as well as its Ease of Doing Business Index.
Today, performance assessments presented as indexes, scorecards
or even black lists, exist for almost everything and at multiple levels;
they are applied to countries, corporations, NGOs, schools, hospitals,
doctors, and so on.5 Focusing just on global country rankings, the
International Peace Institute (IPI) developed a catalogue in 2016 which
contained more than 200.6 These were arranged under eight themes,
spanning indexes linked explicitly to indicators of the Sustainable
Development Goals, those that were applied to peace and conflict,
the environment and gender. Since then, the number of international
indexes has continued to grow, particularly on issues related to
climate change and biodiversity. Keeping pace with all these indexes
is a challenge, partly because many global indexes are created by
combining the scores obtained on others.
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3	In the context of this tBrief, the term
‘index’ refers to the compilation of
one or several indicators (e.g. level
of transparency) for several entities
(e.g. countries) in order to rank the
entities’ performance.
4 For more information, see
Index Industry Association.
5 Kelley, J. G. and Simmons,
B. A. (2019) ‘Introduction: The Power
of Global Performance Indicators’.
Faculty Scholarship
at Penn Law. 2042
6 For more information, see
Global Observatory.
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Fisheries is also a field of expanding global performance indicators
and indexes. In recent times, there has been the launch of the Ocean
Health Index, the Fisheries Performance Index, the Illegal, Unreported
and Unregulated (IUU) Fishing Index, and most recently the Global
Fishing Index. There are numerous scorecards on fish products,
explaining which are safe or ethical to eat. Fishing companies are also
subject to indexes, such as the Seafood Stewardship Index.
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2. Why indexes exist
To understand the popularity of performance indicators and their
subsequent use in indexes, and why they have flourished so
remarkably over the past few decades, it is useful to understand what
aspirations are assigned to them. To simplify, there seem to be three
main motivations:

i ii iii

To make
sense of
the world

i

To incentivise
change

To raise
awareness
about a
particular
issue

To make sense of the world

Many performance indicators are used for research purposes.
They help to understand why things are the way they are, and
what might be the reasons for change. Understood in this way, the
primary function of an indicator is to help simplify complex information
into a more easily comprehensible and useable result. It reflects a
belief that scientific methods can be applied to our social world. Things
such as the quality of a country’s government, levels of corruption or
sustainability can be objectively measured, quantified, and reduced to
a score (e.g. a number). In doing so, the opportunity arises to look at
relationships between variables, and to produce indexes by ranking
what is being measured (from best to worst, for example).
The growth of performance indicators and their indexes therefore
goes hand in hand with quantitative assessments of aspects of
society that are also used to explain changes in the past or predict
the future. Scores on the World Bank’s World Governance Indicators
have been used to undertake a vast amount of statistical analysis on
the relationship between governance and economic growth, rates
of poverty or foreign investment. These studies are then used as
evidence for policy recommendations, such as the importance of good
governance in attracting foreign direct investment.
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Research on fisheries already uses various indicators to draw
conclusions on how fisheries are managed and with what outcomes.
To take just one example, estimates of rates of IUU fishing in Africa
have been based on the belief that countries with poor governance
experience higher levels of illegal fishing. In 2005, researchers
commissioned by the UK’s Department for International Development
used national scores on the World Bank’s Governance Indicators to
estimate that Africa lost just under USD 1 billion a year from illegal
and unreported fishing.7 Their research was not based on direct
observation of illegal fishing, but on determining correlations with
scores on indexes.
A potential reason to establish a fisheries transparency index
would be to undertake further analysis like this. It could be used
to test various hypotheses, including the idea that countries
that are more transparent have more sustainable and equitable
fisheries. Such a transparency index may also provide more
evidence on whether more open governments attract more
foreign investments.
 owever, if indexes are intended to help us understand how
H
the world works, then their scope and coverage is paramount.
Indeed, the most important country indexes are global in their
coverage, and they are reproduced on an ongoing basis. A oneoff index, covering also just a few countries, does not produce
data that is very helpful in order to ‘understand the world’. That is
an important practical point for imagining a fisheries transparency
index; to be useful for research, a fisheries transparency index
would have to be done in most fishing countries, repeated at
regular intervals and, consequently, would require a considerable
investment.
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7	MRAG (2005) ‘Review of Impacts of
Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated
Fishing on Developing Countries.
London: MRAG.
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To incentivise change

While indicators might be designed and implemented for
research purposes, the enthusiasm for compiling these
indicators in indexes is largely motivated by a desire to influence
change. They are used as important ‘tools of governance’.
For example, global country indexes are often produced to incentivise
governments to improve policies and behaviours. Indexes therefore
create a competitive market, in which those obtaining low scores are
encouraged to score better (‘race to the top’), and those with high
scores are encouraged to maintain them. Often it is hoped that the
power of indexes comes with their ability to ‘name, praise or shame’.
Indexes are also used to inform how people or institutions make
choices. In financial markets indexes help investors to decide where to
put their money. These are tools that help to mitigate private risk, which
explains why some indexes are provided to users at considerable cost.
When it comes to indexes on governance and democracy – which are
usually published openly and available to all – users include several
different stakeholders, such as corporations, investors, governments,
multilateral agencies, as well as civil society organisations, the media,
academics and the general public. For example, scores on well-known
governance indexes are used to inform decision-making on the
allocation of development aid. In the US, the Millennium Challenge
Account launched in 2004 has an explicit policy of selecting eligible
countries through a scorecard system, based on aggregating results
of several well-known third-party indicators, including those produced
by Freedom House, the World Bank and Transparency International.
Countries failing to reach a threshold based on these scores are not
eligible for funding.
This is perhaps the most obvious reason for creating a global
fisheries transparency index. It could be an efficient way of
raising awareness about transparency and putting pressure on
governments to reform, in particular those that are performing
poorly. While designed to incentivise change, the index would
also help to monitor changes over time, potentially providing
information on whether international campaigns on transparency
are working or not.
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2. Why indexes exist

To raise awareness about a particular issue

Another motivation for producing indexes is to improve
public interest about an important issue.8 Transparency
International’s (TI) Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) is a good
example as it has become a well-known tool in raising awareness
about the issue at hand, i.e. corruption. Furthermore, the publication
of such indexes can draw attention not only to the particular issue,
but also coincidently raising publicity and institutional profile for those
producing them.
The benefits of an index are that they deliver a succinct message –
an important consideration when seeking to gain public attention and
trigger change. For example, the Open Budget Index, which assesses
countries on 100-plus questions, is publicised with headlines about
how many countries fall below a good score. Likewise, the Illegal,
Unregulated and Unreported Fisheries Index, which assesses countries
on 40 questions, publicises the problems of IUU fishing through the
statistic of how many countries fall below a global average.
With the problem of ‚information overload‘ and increasingly competitive
communications, reducing highly complex assessments of countries (or
companies, sectors) to a single indicator may be considered effective
for advocacy purposes (as well as fundraising purposes). Without
indexes, and their simplified indicators through a number, category
or image (e.g. a traffic light), communicating research findings could
involve lengthy texts that most people are unlikely to read.9
An annual report ranking countries on how well they perform
on a transparency fisheries index could be an effective tool
to influence public opinion and provide a headline-grabbing
opportunity, and thus, could be seen as an appealing reason for
producing such an index, including for an organisation like the
FiTI.
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8	For example: Arndt, C. and Oman, C.
(2008) ‘The Politics of Governance
Ratings’, Maastricht University
- Maastricht Graduate School
of Governance, Working Paper
MGSoG/2008/WP003 (see page 10).
9	Hawthorne, O. E. (2012) ‘Do
international Corruption Metrics
Matter? Assessing the Impact
of Transparency International‘s
Corruption Perceptions Index’,
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
dissertation, International Studies,
Old Dominion University, DOI:
10.25777/qcn1-v437
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3. Challenges and criticisms
Although indexes are so widely used and relied on, there are reasons
why many are seen as problematic or ineffective. In some indexes, the
quality of the underlying information and choices used in weighting
data to arrive at a single indicator is debatable. For example, arriving
at a single score to convey the quality of something as complex as
fisheries management would require two things:

10	Gisselquist, R. M. (2014) ‘Developing
and evaluating governance
indexes: 10 questions’, Policy
Studies, 35: 5, 513–531, DOI:
10.1080/01442872.2014.946484

1)	Measuring multiple aspects (such as laws, tenure arrangements,
stock assessments, vessel registries, law enforcement, and
subsidies); and
2)	Deciding on an appropriate weighting formula – necessary because
scores on some aspects might not be seen as influential as others.
Arriving at the method for agreeing on a single score therefore involves
subjective and arbitrary decisions, which others might not agree with.
This is exacerbated when the methods or underlying data sources of
arriving at indicator scores are not made public.10
However, while these methodological debates on how indicators are
produced are important, there are more fundamental challenges that
deserve emphasis.

Limited understanding
of the problem,
conceptual ambiguity
and ideological bias

The illusion
of comparability

A flawed strategy
for advocacy?

Ethical
considerations
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Limited understanding of the problem, conceptual
ambiguity and ideological bias
A criticism of many complex global indexes is that they provide single
scores on concepts that are poorly defined. For example, the World
Bank’s Governance Index has been consistently challenged on what
it means exactly by the term ‘good governance’. Equally, despite the
enormous success of Freedom House’s global index, many have
questioned what freedom means.11
What follows from conceptual ambiguity is that indexes tend to be
based on the understanding of the problem and thinking of those who
design them. There could be an implied value judgement involved
or even an ideological or philosophical bias. This is not necessarily a
problem where such thinking is clear for everyone to understand, but
it becomes contentious if it is not articulated by the index producers
or understood by those using the indexes. In such instances, indexes
might be misinterpreted as being objective truths, whereas they should
be recognised as subjective assessments based on assumptions about
how the world ought to work.12 A good example is the now defunct
World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Index. For many years, this was
used as a measure for how efficient governments were in developing
and managing their economies. It was even used as an indicator on
how likely or unlikely certain types of corruption, such as facilitation
payments, may occur. Yet critics argued that it merely measured the
extent to which national regulations and procedures helped businesses
to make a profit, without consideration of a host of other social and
environmental criteria. Eventually the mounting criticisms were accepted
by the World Bank which stopped producing it.13
Poor understanding of the core problems due to complexity can also
result in issues with the reliability or usability of an index. A recent
example is the Global Health Security Index, which was produced by a
group of medical research organisations to measure and rank countries’
expected preparedness in the case of a pandemic or other biological
threats. The first index released in 2019, which took nearly three years to
produce, ranked some countries high on its list, such as the US and the
UK, which turned out to be among the worst performers in responding
to the COVID-19 pandemic, as pointed out by researchers from New
Zealand and Norway.14 Their evaluation of the failure of the Global
Health Security Index concluded among other things that it is advisable
‘to resist the temptation to provide numbers, i.e. quantification, when
the problem is still poorly understood.’ Also, the designers of the index
made some political decisions. Two of the best performing economies
(in June 2020), Taiwan and Hong Kong, were not even included in the
global index.
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11	In some indexes this problem may
seem less apparent. For example,
UNICEF publishes an Index on
Child Poverty, which is based on
14 clearly defined criteria with each
having equal worth in determining
the final overall score. This includes,
for example, whether a child has
access to adequate food, whether a
child has new clothes and whether
a child can celebrate their birthday.
Whether this list is sufficient to
understand child poverty is of
course open to interpretation and
the concept may be understood
differently by other experts or in
different cultural contexts. UNICEF
offer a succinct list of criteria that
defines their view of child poverty.
12	Arndt, C. and Oman, C. (2006) Uses
and Abuses of Governance Indices,
OECD Development Centre
13	For more information, see IPS Journal.
14	Kaiser, M., Chen, A. T. Y. and Gluckman,
P. (2021) ‘Should policy makers trust
composite indices? A commentary
on the pitfalls of inappropriate
indices for policy formation’.Health
Res Policy Sys 19: 40
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 oncept ambiguity is also a challenge for fisheries. Global indexes
C
that present single indicators on the extent a fishery is sustainable
often define sustainability in ways that are contentious. Ecologists
disagree on whether sustainability ought to measure the extent
to which commercial fishing can sustain fisheries production, or
whether it is about biodiversity and ecosystems. Others interpret
sustainability to have social dimensions as well, including the ability
of fishing communities to exist.
	A transparency index for fisheries can be questioned on this basis
as well. As we have established in other tBriefs, there is potential
confusion over what transparency means. It is not simply achieved
by publishing information, because government information may
be incomprehensible, hard to find or unreliable. Likewise, although
some countries may score well on transparency indicators, it is a
leap of faith to imagine that national authorities are strong when
it comes to respecting democratic processes or responding to
grievances. The risk of a global transparency index would therefore
come in how people interpret what it measures.
Compiling data on how governments publish information
on fisheries is important, but reducing this to a single score
that communicates how transparent or not governments are
could be misleading.This would be particularly complicated
if a transparency score is then misinterpreted as being
synonymous with sustainable fisheries management or
ethical behaviour, such as honesty and integrity.

This is why we decided against a single country score for our new
‘TAKING STOCK’ assessments. Instead, these assessments provide
individual as well as composite scores for each of the assessed
transparency elements – stemming from the 12 thematic areas of the
FiTI Standard. The current 38 elements show whether information is
freely accessible online, up to date and easy to find. We felt the risks of
misleading the public with simplified country scores clearly outweighed
the possible benefits of making a headline-grabbing comparison.
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The illusion of comparability
Indexes rely on an assumption that the units that are subject to rank
are sufficiently similar. Yet the underlying units being measured by
standardised criteria – e.g. countries – are often not, hence this
assumption is another cause for criticism.
This dilemma of comparability can be seen in many of the most influential
global indexes on development or governance. The common logic in
these indexes is that it is possible to compare issues such as the quality
of government in countries such as the US or Germany with countries
such as Bhutan or the Seychelles. Yet it is questionable what is achieved
by applying single scores to countries that are so profoundly different
from each other on a range of political and economic dimensions. It is
therefore uncertain what a global ranking score means when it finds
that China is marginally in front or behind Vanuatu.
hese problems are evident in thinking about standardised
T
country indexes on fisheries. An important question is whether it
is meaningful to rank the performance of governments in large
tropical countries, characterised by millions of people engaged in
small-scale fisheries where fisheries are ecologically diverse (with
hundreds of different species), alongside governments in Northern
countries, characterised by industrialised fishing businesses that
target a small number of cold-water species?
	Thinking about a single transparency index for fisheries also alerts
us to some major difficulties in making comparisons. There is a
significant difference between countries in terms of their fishing
sectors and these differences make it highly difficult to apply a
standardised scoring system that provides for easy comparisons
between countries. Some have large fleets of industrial fishing
vessels that operate in international waters and in the waters of
other countries. Some have substantial small-scale fisheries while
others have hardly any. Some have a large and valuable recreational
fishing sector, whereas others do not. Some provide millions of
dollars in subsidies while others report giving fairly small amounts.
It becomes almost impossible to have one score that meaningfully
covers all these scenarios.
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What is more, in some countries, certain types of data are very important
in national contexts, where this may not be the case elsewhere. One
example comes with scientific fishing. There are countries where
authorisations given to industrial fishing companies to undertake
scientific fishing are extensively used (and sometimes abused). A lack
of transparency surrounding this dimension of fisheries is therefore
important in these countries. In other countries, authorisations for
scientific fishing may be issued only very occasionally. A failure to publish
details of these authorisations may therefore not be very significant in
that context. A global transparency index would not take these contexts
into consideration.
Organising information on levels of transparency into one
score would therefore entail disregarding complexity and
artificially presenting countries as essentially the same
everywhere.

A flawed strategy for advocacy?
Many rankings are produced in the hope that they will cause a
positive change. However, the evidence that indexes work like this
is quite limited. Proving what impact they have is extremely difficult
and few indexes monitor their impact in this way.15 However, there are
exceptions. For example, the Aid Transparency Index (ATI), produced
by Publish What You Fund, has been subject to an internal review to
see whether it was making any difference.16 The review found that the
index was responsible for getting some donors (and not others) to
publish more information on their overseas aid projects. It appears as a
positive example of how indexes produce a ‘race to the top’. However,
this assessment recognised that the ATI was unique in comparison to
many other global governance indexes in that some donors themselves
proactively implemented the index and worked closely with the Publish
What You Fund organisation. It was this collaboration that most likely
explained positive results – not the prospect of simply reading the
index’s results and being named and shamed.
Many global indexes rely on a theory of change that shame or praise
can stimulate positive responses. However, this can be a superficial
approach to understanding how changes in countries come about,
particularly on aspects such as governance, standards of living or
environmental sustainability.
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Many projects
involve a leap
of faith that assumes
that (e.g.) by building
awareness ... or by
strengthening the
capacity ... there will be
an automatic change
of behaviour ... that will
lead ... into an improved
set of outcomes.
17

15 Hawthorne, O. E. (2012) op. cit.
16 For more information, see ReliefWeb.
17	Holland, J., Thirkell, A., Trepanier,
E. and Earle, L. (2009) ‘Measuring
change and results in voice and
accountability work’ Working Paper
34, Department for International
Development, London
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Necessary reforms and changes of attitudes can take years and
are affected by numerous forces, some of which are not easy for
governments to influence. Indeed, with the proliferation of international
indexes, it becomes almost impossible to imagine how governments
can respond to them, particularly as indexes can be contradictory (what
is seen as liberating business operations may be seen as contradictory
to labour laws or human rights).
A further issue that complicates the impact of indexes is that when a
global index does achieve sufficient publicity, those being measured are
tempted to manipulate their scores.18 Superficial changes can be made
to score marginally higher. This is a problem reported by country offices
of the World Bank where national governments and even World Bank
country staff have been known to ‘game’ the World Bank governance
scores in their favour.19 Efforts to improve one indicator can bump the
overall score significantly, but without really making any substantial
change to the underlying theme that the index claims to measure.

3. Challenges and criticisms

18	Høyland, B., Moene, K. and Willumsen,
F. (2012) ‘The tyranny of international
index rankings’, Journal of
Development Economics, 97: 1.
19	Broome, A. (2021) ‘How countries
gamed the World Bank’s business
rankings’
20	Pauly, D. (2021) ‘What Netflix’s
Seaspiracy gets wrong about
fishing, explained by a marine
biologist’

This highlights a wider issue: while indexes claim to
objectively measure the state of the world, the process of
implementing the index influences the behaviours of those
being measured, but not necessarily in a predictable or
straightforward way.

 ne can certainly foresee that a highly publicised global fisheries
O
transparency index would receive attention from those Fisheries
Ministries in countries at the bottom of the list, in particular if their
country scores poorly against its neighbours. While there are those
who advocate for a ‘sensation sells’ attitude, recent examples cast
doubts on such a simplified, storytelling approach. The documentary
‘Seaspiracy’, which painted a damning picture of the harm the industry
does to ocean life, clearly put a significant spotlight on the fisheries
sector, and – despite perhaps produced with good intentions – may
have ultimately negatively affected fisheries management and the
ocean conservation movement by making ‘misleading claims’ or
stating statistics out of context.20 In many coastal countries, where
fisheries are embedded in a blue economy, such a simplification
might do more harm than good.
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Ethical considerations
The theory of change underlying many global indexes has also
been challenged on ethical grounds. Many influential international
governance indexes include country scores. This conveys a message
that good or bad scores obtained by those countries are predominantly
due to country-specific dynamics. This gives the impression that it is
largely up to the governments of those countries, or perhaps specific
ministries, to enact changes to improve their scores. However, this
obscures the reality that often what countries are being measured
for is not the simple result of internal dynamics controlled entirely by
their governments. Rather, scores are influenced by a complex range
of historical and global factors. The distorted reality that indexes can
portray becomes more contentious where they are used to influence
things such as public funding or development aid disbursements.21
Developing countries are normally found at the bottom of international
governance ranking scores, while the top spots are usually held by
developed countries. But the underdevelopment of many poorer
countries has, and continues to be, an outcome of international relations
and exploitative or unfair trade. Denmark, Sweden and Norway tend
to be the highest-ranked countries on most global governance and
development indexes, but it is quite unlikely that many countries can
ever be like them, and for reasons over which they have little control.
To rank nations like sports teams in a global football league risks
facilitating a misleading simplification of the politics and economics of
development.

21	Andersson, S. and Heywood, P. M.
(2009) ‘The Politics of Perception:
Use and Abuse of Transparency
International‘s Approach to
Measuring Corruption’, Political
Studies, 57: 4.

 gain, this is a dilemma in assessing the performance of individual
A
countries in terms of how transparently their governments manage
the fisheries sector.
It is too simplistic to imagine fisheries governance as a
product of national choices that domestic governments have
complete control over. Some poorer countries might gain
a low score, largely because they have limited financial,
human or technical resources. Similarly, while countries
may treat some data as confidential, such as information on
foreign investment contracts, this is because powerful foreign
partners in these deals have demanded that they do so.
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Conclusion

Conclusion
The idea of providing a global fisheries transparency index raises a
number of difficult issues. There are reasons why such an index could
be appealing. Primarily this lies in the hope that an index incentivises
positive changes in national authorities towards publishing more data,
while it may also be useful for monitoring changes and gaining more
publicity for the issue itself. But equally there are many reasons why this
global index would be problematic. It would be an expensive decision and
a questionable use of scarce resources. There are also many challenges
in combining results of assessments – for instance, compiling the level
of transparency across multiple areas into a final score; some aspects
might be considered more important than others, so a composite score
would involve giving more weight to one issue (a vessel registry) than
another (information on by-catches from vessels). However, this would
be an arbitrary decision that depends on the priorities of the person
selecting the scoring criteria, and it would overlook the fact that a lack
of transparency in a certain information type in one country is more
significant than the same (lack of) information in another.
To arrive at a single score for all countries on their levels of transparency in
fisheries would therefore risk creating a subjective score that ignores the
complexity of the issue. Inevitably this would portray value judgements and
bias that could be criticised by countries and other organisations. If others
produce such an index, these pitfalls and dilemmas need to be recognised.
For us at the FiTI, these factors mean a global transparency index that
would rank countries is clearly not desirable. This does not mean that
undertaking comparisons between countries (or groups of countries)
is inappropriate, and highlighting poor performance is important.
There are also specific areas where comparative analysis could work
well, such as in demonstrating the varying levels of publicly available
information on vessel licences published by the main distant waterfishing nations, or the publication of information on subsidies among the
top fish-producing countries. But a composite index on transparency
that tries to rank every coastal country, including the myriad of Small
Island Developing States (SIDS), into a single score is a step too far.
Instead, our new ‘TAKING STOCK’ assessments have been developed
to offer insights into different country experiences and approaches
to publishing data. This is a starting point to engaging governments
in the benefits of reforms, not an end in itself. Undertaking these indepth assessments also offers a learning experience on how and why
governments organise information, including their interpretations
of data confidentiality. Rather than a tool to simply shame or praise
countries, these ‘TAKING STOCK’ assessments offer the opportunity
to highlight more specific recommendations that speak to national
priorities. Ultimately, for transparency to translate into improving
participatory and democratic governance, information has to be
meaningful to those who use it. It is hard to imagine how competition
on a global ranking system would bring about that result.
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Outlook

Outlook
With global momentum continuing to grow around the need for government
transparency in marine fisheries, it is crucial to (re)emphasise that the complexity of
the sector means multiple approaches are required with regards to what information
public officials should actually be making transparent. The eighth edition of our
tBrief series will take a detailed look at the omnipresence of Illegal, Unreported and
Unregulated (IUU) fishing - and the fight against it - in international policy debates,
national action plans and donor demands, and the subsequent impact this can have
on the scope, useability and understanding of transparency in marine fisheries.
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Not as clear as it seems?

3 take aways from this tBrief:
Fisheries might have been slow to catch on to the transparency wave, but it is now widely accepted as
being fundamental to sustainable fisheries management; yet, the subject is not straightforward at all.
1 The management of fisheries by governments, the activities of fishing vessels, and product traceability
are all major issues now subject to calls for more transparency. Appreciating and recognising their
different objectives, approaches, and different stakeholder expectations is paramount.
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Key messages:
Beneficial ownership – that is, the natural person who ultimately owns or controls a business or transaction
– is a topic that is grabbing global attention. The negative consequences of a lack of transparency regarding
beneficial ownership are all too evident, with special implications for the fisheries sector.
1 The combination of a myriad of corporate structures and welcoming jurisdictions that protect the identity of
owners create an environment that is conducive to beneficial ownership secrecy.
2 The demand for beneficial ownership transparency in the fisheries sector is linked to a range of policy
concerns, perhaps most notably in terms of the fight against illegal fishing and corruption, but also exposing
the extent of economic concentration and foreign ownership in the sector.
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3 Addressing problems of opacity of beneficial ownership requires a clear commitment from countries to
collect and make available adequate, accurate and timely information. However, information alone is not
sufficient, as it needs to be verified and shared with national and international authorities.

Key messages:
Fisheries tenure systems – how and why governments allocate rights for fishing – are one of the most critical
aspects of sustainable fisheries management. However, in many countries fisheries tenure systems are
characterised by secrecy and confidentiality. As a result, people have a limited insights into how tenure systems
work, who owns fishing rights, and how the benefits and costs are distributed.
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A 20-YEAR STRUGGLE:

Transparency in subsidies to the fisheries sector
Key messages:
1 Subsidies have become one of the most controversial subjects in debates on fisheries reforms. Perhaps more than
any other single factor, subsidies are seen as the source of a range of problems, such as overfishing, illegal fishing
and unfair benefit-sharing.
2 In 2001 members of the World Trade Organization (WTO) agreed on a mandate to develop new rules for
disciplining fisheries subsidies. These rules would be aimed specifically at subsidies that directly cause overfishing
and overcapacity in the fisheries sector. Yet, 20 years on, this mandate has still not been fulfilled.
3 Improving transparency in subsidies to the fisheries sector is difficult due to the lack of precise definition as
well as difficulty in verifying amounts already reported to international organisations, such as the WTO and the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).
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FISHING IN THE DARK:

Incomplete, unreliable and misleading?

3 Transparency in fisheries tenure is about more than just publishing lists of authorisations and licensed vessels.
It is equally important to publicise how these systems work, what are their national objectives, and to what
extent these objectives are being met.
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TRANSPARENCY OF FISHERIES TENURE:

2 International agreements have only recently emerged on the need for increased transparency in tenure systems,
and there are still unresolved issues relating to what information governments should publish and how.

3 Transparency will not “magically” lead to positive change all by itself, and increased transparency can
end up failing to meet people’s expectations. How transparency is defined and approached as well as
its enabling conditions are critical.
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1 Quite a broad range of problems have been linked to low levels of transparency in tenure systems, including unfair
allocation of rights to commercial companies that directly undermine customary rights of coastal communities;
economic concentration; illegal fishing and corruption.

2 Transparency should not be seen simply as the act of providing information in the public domain (visibility),
but also ensuring that such information allows others to draw reliable conclusions from it (inferability).
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March 2021

CORRUPTION IN FISHERIES:
Transparency to the rescue?

Key messages:
1 Corruption is clearly a critical problem for many sectors. However, corruption in fisheries is given surprisingly
limited attention in international debates on fisheries reforms.
2 Transparency is often seen as a prominent way of preventing and detecting corruption by shedding light on
government activities, decisions and expenditures, and by increasing levels of accountability.
3 Yet, the power of transparency to fight corruption rarely lies in revealing specific instances of corruption. Instead,
transparency’s impact might be more indirect, by helping to shift political debates towards obtaining greater public
sector accountability.
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RESISTING THE URGE TO INDEX

The case against ranking fisheries transparency efforts

Key messages:
1 Indexes have a number of different purposes and uses. They are used as research tools to improve understanding
of how society works, or as advocacy strategies - sometimes to praise, but often to name and shame. Many
organisations producing such indexes also see them as an important way to raise awareness about a particular issue.
2 As indexes have proliferated, some have been rightfully criticised. There is doubt over the validity of simple
scores, the ambiguity of what they measure, and the assumption that often diverse entities, such as countries,
can be easily compared to each other. Indexes also imply that countries are largely responsible for their own
scores and can improve by ‘racing to the top’.
3 As attention to transparency in fisheries increases, so is interest in creating a global fisheries transparency
index. Yet there are many reasons why this should be resisted. While analysis of transparency within and
between countries is important, research must recognise national contexts and international influences.
Supporting positive changes over time requires collaboration and understanding of national priorities and
resources. A global transparency index offers, at best, a blunt instrument to do this – and risks oversimplifying
the complexity of marine fisheries.
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INVISIBLE, UNDERVALUED AND
UNDERAPPRECIATED?
Transparency for small-scale fisheries
Key messages:
1 Transparency is often associated with improving information on the activities of governments
and companies. Yet transparency also involves increasing visibility for parts of society that
may be neglected and marginalised. This applies in many places to small-scale and artisanal
fisheries, as well as the recreational fishing sector.
2 Frequently however, data on fisheries fails to capture their importance for livelihoods and
food security, or social and environmental concerns for the small-scale sector. Fisheries
are typically valued in terms of contribution to national GDP, with data mainly gathered on
catches and the workforce.
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3 Government authorities often miss opportunities, like national census studies or
technological solutions, to collate information on small-scale fisheries. Positive examples of
data-gathering are being piloted, but such initiatives may not always be generating the type
of data that is empowering and beneficial for people in small-scale fisheries.
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